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Abstract

We develop a model of fault strength during shear-induced phase changes at asperity contacts

(flash weakening). The model considers lab-like distributions of contact asperity sizes and non-

steady state evolution of fault strength with displacement. Previous laboratory faulting

experiments at conducted at high sliding velocities, below the threshold for bulk melting, which

show dramatic strength reduction, require a model with gradual weakening as expected for a

distribution of asperity contact sizes – these lab data can be described by a relatively simple

constitutive equation for flash processes. We also find that displacement dependent changes in

fault strength expected due to flash phase changes can be well described by a well-known

equation for time and slip dependent fault age, developed originally for low velocity friction.

1. Introduction
Fault slip produces heat Q (heat per area) equal to the product of shear resistance τ and the

total displacement δ; thus the rate of heat production is proportional to the sliding rate V as

dQ = τVdt. (1)

However, at low normal stress if fault surfaces are rough, then the normal stress is supported by

areas of asperity contact rather than over the entire fault surface area. In this case, the average

real area of an asperity contact across the fault Ac is much smaller than the fault area A>>Ac,

and the average contact shear resistance or stress,
τ τc cA nA= , (2)

is proportionally larger than the macroscopic shear resistance; here n is the number of contacts.

Therefore, thermal effects such as melting, dehydration or other phase changes resulting from

shear-heating that may dramatically alter fault strength during rapid slip occur initially at
asperity contacts due to the high shear stress τc >> τ . Rice [1999] considered the implications

of shear induced flash melting at asperity contacts on fault strength at high sliding velocity. The

Rice model, discussed in detail below, assumes a single representative contact dimension and

no shear strength of the melt. These assumptions produce abrupt and dramatic weakening and a

strongly negative rate dependent fault strength.

Natural faults have fractal surface properties [Power and Tullis, 1992] and laboratory faults

have a distribution of contact asperity sizes [e.g., Brown and Scholz, 1985; Dieterich and

Kilgore, 1996], rather than a single contact dimension as assumed in Rice’s model. Rice’s

model also does not consider non-steady state evolution of fault strength that may occur may

during accelerating (weakening) and decelerating (strengthening) slip. We extend the Rice

model to consider faults with lab-like contact size distributions and the evolution of strength
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with displacement expected from a shear-induced phase change at asperity contacts. We assess

the importance of these additional factors and produce a semi-empirical constitutive equation

suitable for modeling fault strength during dynamic rupture.

2. Shear heating and friction: Rice’s model

To consider thermal weakening at asperity contacts, Rice’s model assumes the starting contact

strength is given by the classical theory of friction and that shear heating can produce a weak

phase at asperity contacts. A critical duration of heating θw required to weaken an asperity

contact is derived from a heat balance by assuming 1D heat conduction and that the shear-
generated heat (1) over the critical duration τcVθw  is balanced by the product of the change in

thermal energy ρĉ Tw − T f( ) and the width of the affected region παθw , where α is thermal

diffusivity, and ρĉ  is the specific heat. The critical duration is

θw = (πα V 2 )[ρc(Tm − T f ) τc]2 . (3)

Associated critical velocity for weakening at fixed contact size, V dw w= θ  and critical contact

dimension for weakening at a fixed sliding velocity V d Vw= θ , follow from (3).

For identical square contacts, (3) leads to a relationship for friction
f = f o , θw > θmax V < Vw( ) (4a)

f = ( fo − fw )(πα V )[ρc(Tm − T f ) τc]2 + fw = ( fo − fw )(Vw V )+ fw θw <θmax (V > Vw ). (4b)

If the asperity has no strength in its weakened state, fw=0, as might be expected from melting

under some circumstances [Rice, 1999], the solution to equation (4b), f = f o Vw V , is that

given by Rice [1999] as a steady-state solution for flash melting. In anycase, flash processes

should produce the very strong negative rate dependence of fault strength (4b) [Rice, 1999]. An

example of this steady-state behavior is shown in Figure 1.

3. Contact populations

Natural and laboratory fault surfaces are rough over many orders of magnitude [e.g., Power

and Tullis, 1992] and as noted by Rice [1999], it is probably not sufficient to represent the

contacting asperities across a fault with a single contact dimension. In the case of laboratory

faults the surface roughness and asperity contact populations are fairly well know [e.g., Brown

and Scholz, 1985] and can be described by Gaussian or similar distributions. Here we expand

the Rice model to include the effects of a contact population on the steady-state shear resistance

due to flash heating.

If we consider a population of contacts the total strength is
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Differences between the predictions of (5), which allows for an arbitrary distribution of contact

sizes, and those of (4) depend on the specific shape and breath of the distribution; an example of
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the steady-state strength resulting from a log normal distribution of contact sizes is shown in

Figure 2. This case was calculated numerically. The onset of weakening occurs at lower sliding

velocity than in the Rice model. This results from having contacts larger than the mean; these

weaken at lower sliding velocity. The weakening is gradual because there are only a few large

contacts. Such behavior is evident in high speed experiments conducted below the threshold for

bulk melting [Tsutsumi and Shimamoto, 1997]. At higher velocity, the fault is not as weak as in

the Rice model because there are contacts much smaller than the mean; at high sliding rates,

these maintain a higher strength than the mean size contacts. As the breath of the distribution

decreases, equation (5) approaches the Rice model.

Empirical equation for steady-state strength

The distributions of asperity contact sizes of natural seismic faults are not well known and

they may vary substantially with normal stress  [Scholz, 1988]. Even for laboratory fault

surfaces, the contact size distribution depends on surface preparation and may vary with shear

strain particularly in high-speed, large displacement, high normal stress experiments [e.g.,

Goldsby and Tullis, 2002]. Present knowledge does not allow extrapolation of laboratory

surface roughness data to natural seismic faults. Furthermore, even if contact size distributions

were well-known, the integral equation (5) is not well-suited for use in dynamic calculations of

fault slip or in dynamic rupture modeling. Therefore we propose an empirical expression for

flash processes which is bounded by the theoretical expectations of the Rice model and our

extension of it, and that can be use to represent the behavior seen in laboratory experiments with

a significant distribution of asperity contact sizes (Figure 2):

f = fw +
fo − fw
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The empirical expression (6) fits the gradual onset of weakening seen in experiments much

better than the simple model (4). In addition for (6) at high velocity and fw=0, f V≈∝1  as

required by (4) and by the numerical solutions to (5). Furthermore at low velocity, friction is
constant at f fo≈ , again consistent with (4) and (5). As (6) is continuous and differentiable,

rather than piecewise, it can be easily incorporated in dynamic models and combined with

constitutive equations for low speed friction.

4. Non-steady-state behavior and the evolution of contact age with slip

Equations (4), (5) and (6) are models of steady-state fault strength based on the steady-state age

of the contact population; however for flash-heating and other contact scale phenomenon,

including rate and state friction [e.g., Ruina, 1983; Linker and Dieterich, 1992], contact age

does not change instantaneously with slip velocity. Significant differences in the evolution

behavior result if there is a wide a distribution of contact sizes. In general the displacement

dependent average age for a distribution of square contacts sliding normal to their edges is
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Conveniently, an existing differential equation for the displacement and time dependence of

contact age reproduces the behavior of (7) quite exactly under many circumstances. Our
requirements for a relationship for average contact age are: θss d V= 2 , and a gradual change of

age with displacement associated with changes in sliding velocity. These properties are

associated with the aging relationship of Ruina [1983]

dθ dt = 1− Vθ dc , (8a)

where θ is sometimes referred to as the slowness state variable in the context of rate and state

friction. While in rate and state, (8a) is empirical, it's use to represent laboratory observed flash

effects may be more justifiable as follows. First, for flash processes the relationship between

contact age and strength has some theoretical basis due to Rice [1999] (e.g., equation (4)).

Second, the form of (8) for instantaneous rate steps is exactly exponential which well

reproduces the expected evolution of the age of a contact population. In general, for realistic

laboratory contact size distributions, numerical tests suggest (8) represents the evolution of

contact age exceedingly well.
Using the steady-state equivalence θss cd V=  and equation (6) we expect that steady and

non- steady-state fault strength during flash processes to be well described by

f = fw +
fo − fw
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Equations (8a) and (8b) can be combined to model flash processes during dynamic rupture.
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Figure 1. Steady-state behavior of equation (4) for flash-weakening with f0=0.8, fw=0.2,

Vw=0.68 [after Rice, 1999].

Figure 2. Steady-state fault strength (red) for a log normal contact distribution with µ=1.44,

σ=0.58. Contacts are assumed square and sliding normal to their edge. The average contact

dimension is 5 µm, and the standard deviation of the distribution is 10 µm. Shown for

comparison is the Rice model with d= 5 µm (black), and a fit with the empirical relation

equation (6) (blue).


